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Pick me up on your way down

Pick's disease is a rare, progressive form, related to the age of dementia that causes irreversible brain damage. Sometimes, doctors refer to the condition as frontotemporal dementia (FTD) or anteriortemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), although there is disagreement that these are different types of disease. Somehow, Pick's disease is similar to Alzheimer's
disease, although pick's is less common and there are physiological and symptomatic differences between the two. People with Pick's disease have problems with behavior, memory, and language. Like other types of dementia, the disease can progress and worsen slowly over several years. Signs and symptoms of Pick's disease include increased self-
awareness and agitation, and aggression towards other people and repetitive behaviors with language problems such as language stoppage and writing comprehension loss of concern for others and interest in daily activitiesmany, distractions and memory problems later in progression difficulties by doing things that were not planned to avdeev007/Getty
Images There are several distinct features in the brains of people with Pick's disease. First, they possess an excess of tau nerve cell proteins. When these proteins accumulate, creating Pick bodies, this damages and causes the death of brain cells. This process takes place mainly in the frontal lobes responsible for behavior, problem solving, planning,
language, and emotional regulation -- all negatively affected abilities in people with Pick gremlin disease/Getty Images Researchers know pick's disease is hereditary and associate a genetic mutation with the condition. About a third of people with the disease have a family history of dementia. It is likely that family members will spend the gene on children.
Genetic family counselling services are available to those who know that they can carry harmful genetic markers. BlackJack3D/Getty Images Pick disease is quite rare, affecting between 15 and 22 people per 100,000. The condition affects males and females equally and is usually diagnosed between the age of 40 and 60, although there have been cases of
people developing Pick's disease in their 20s. Dean Mitchell / Getty Images The main way Pick's disease differs from Alzheimer's is in the chronology of personality changes. This symptom is usually detected before memory loss, while in Alzheimer's disease, memory loss tends to precede any personality changes. Pick's disease is not as strongly correlated
with aging as Alzheimer's, and diagnosis generally occurs ten to twenty years earlier. / Getty Images It can be difficult to diagnose Pick's disease due to its similarity to other types of dementia and language impairments. Doctors use a number of methods to determine if someone has Pick's disease. They will take a medical history, ask the individual to
complete language and writing tests, do brain scans such as a CT scan, PET or MRI, do a physical examination and talk to family members about changes in behavior. Your doctor can also perform blood tests to make sure there are no other causes for dementia. Sidekick/Getty Images Pick disease cannot be cured or slowed down, but can be managed.
Doctors can prescribe drugs such as antidepressants and antipsychotics to address related symptoms, as well as behavioral therapy to help with behavioral changes. Doctors will also treat any other problems or health conditions that may complicate the disease. DNY59 /Getty Images Unfortunately, the prognosis for people with Pick's disease is generally
poor, with the disease often progressing and becoming fatal after about four years. This varies from individual to individual, and some people can live ten years after the beginning. Daily activities usually become more and more difficult, and the person may become unable to take care of himself. shapecharge/Getty Images Anyone who will take care or spend
time with an individual with Pick's disease should know the condition and what is happening to their loved one. Professionals can help healthcare professionals develop a plan for long-term management and make care available when needed, as the disease progresses and the individual requires more frequent care. There are also support groups for people
who care for individuals with dementia. Lisa-Blue/Getty Images Multiple online groups and charities provide help and support for people affected by Pick's disease, including brain charities, rare dementia support and AFTD. These organizations can help steer people to local support groups. There are also Facebook groups like Dementia Awareness (Pick's
Disease), where people can find information and support. Dean Mitchell / Getty Images LaptopMag is supported by his audience. When you buy via links on our site, we may earn an affiliate fee. Learn more About the best 5G laptops in 2020 Here are the best 5G laptops you can buy right now By Rael Hornby The best accessories for Hilda Scott's next
generation Xbox systems The best Chromebook deals right now from various retailers. Top Ten Reviews is supported by its audience. When you buy via links on our site, we may earn an affiliate fee. Learn more Choices about stocks, funds, and bonds using our unique screening features. Features.
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